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An optically trapped particle is an extremely sensitive probe for the measurement of pico- and
femto-Newton forces between the particle and its environment in microscopic systems �photonic
force microscopy�. A typical setup comprises an optical trap, which holds the probe, and a position
sensing system, which uses the scattering of a beam illuminating the probe. Usually the position is
accurately determined by measuring the deflection of the forward-scattered light transmitted through
the probe. However, geometrical constraints may prevent access to this side of the trap, forcing one
to make use of the backscattered light instead. A theory is presented together with numerical results
that describes the use of the backscattered light for position detection. With a Mie–Debye approach,
we compute the total �incident plus scattered� field and follow its evolution as it is collected by the
condenser lenses and projected onto the position detectors and the responses of position sensitive
detectors and quadrant photodetectors to the displacement of the probe in the optical trap, both in
forward and backward configurations. We find out that in the case of backward detection, for both
types of detectors the displacement sensitivity can change sign as a function of the probe size and
is null for some critical sizes. In addition, we study the influence of the numerical aperture of the
detection system, polarization, and the cross talk between position measurements in orthogonal
directions. We finally discuss how these features should be taken into account in experimental
designs. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2799047�

I. INTRODUCTION

The detection and measurement of forces and torques in
microscopic systems is an important goal in many areas such
as biophysics, colloidal physics, and hydrodynamics of small
systems. Since 1993, the photonic force microscopy �PFM�
has become an important tool to probe forces in microscopic
systems.1,2 A typical PFM setup comprises an optical trap
that holds a probe—a dielectric or metallic particle of mi-
crometer size—and a position sensing system. In the case of
biophysical applications the probe is a small latex bead teth-
ered to the cell or molecule under study. The probe randomly
moves due to Brownian motion in the potential well formed
by the optical trap. Near the center of the trap, the optical
trapping potential is parabolic and the restoring force is lin-
ear in the displacement. The restoring force of the optical
trap in each direction may be deduced from the three-
dimensional position fluctuation spectrum. After this calibra-
tion procedure, the measurement of an external force is now
reduced to the measurement of the position of the probe in
the range where the parabolic approximation is valid.

The three-dimensional position of the probe can be mea-
sured through the scattering of an auxiliary beam that illumi-
nates the trapped probe. If the intensity of this beam is weak
enough not to significantly affect the stiffness of the trap,
trapping and detection are independent operations. These
conditions are easily achievable and exciting experiments
have been realized with such a configuration �for example,
see Refs. 3–6�.

Let us suppose that the trapping force is linear in the
probe displacement over the range of interest, so that any
nonlinear response of the PFM can be attributed to the posi-
tion detection system only. Two crucial parameters of the
position detection system are then:

�1� the displacement sensitivity �in V �m−1� and
�2� the linear response range of the position detection

system.

Both parameters depend on the intensity distribution that
reaches the detector.

Typically, position detection is achieved through the
analysis of the interference of the forward-scattered light
�FS� and unscattered �incident� light �Fig. 1�. The PFM with
FS detection was extensively studied, for example, in Refs.
7–17. The importance of this technique is demonstrated by
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its exciting applications, for example, in biophysics,3–6,18

thermodynamics of small systems,19 and colloidal physics.20

Recently, subangstrom sensitivity was achieved using a
double beam optical trap21,22 that allows one to measure
forces in the femto-Newton range. Furthermore, a careful
statistical analysis of the Brownian fluctuations of an opti-
cally trapped probe can also reveal the presence of torque
acting on it:23 this method achieves higher torque sensitivity
than other techniques and could be applied to the study of
proteins and DNA.

Two types of photodetectors are typically used as posi-
tion sensor. The quadrant photoetector �QPD� works by mea-
suring the intensity difference between the left-right and top-
bottom sides of the detection plane. The position sensing
detector �PSD� measures the position of the centroid of the
collected intensity distribution, giving a more adequate re-
sponse for non-Gaussian profiles. Note that video systems
have also been used, but they cannot achieve the rate of data
acquisition available with position photodetectors.24,25

However, the FS position detection scheme is not always
possible. In a number of experiments, geometrical con-
straints may prevent access to the FS light, forcing one to
make use of the backscattered �BS� light instead �Fig. 1�.
This occurs, for example, in biophysical applications where
one of the two faces of a sample holder needs to be coated
with some specific material26 or in plasmonics applications
where a plasmon wave needs to be coupled to one of the
faces of the holder.28 Furthermore, the BS mode of operation
makes it easier to combine the optical trap with other tech-
niques such as atomic force microscopy, which requires ac-
cess to one side of the holder. A special feature of the BS
detection compared to the FS case is that the same lens is

used both for trapping and for collecting the scattering light.
In the literature, the use of the BS light for position and force
detection is mentioned26–31 but, contrary to the FS light de-
tection, has not been discussed extensively.

A remarkable experimental observation in Ref. 31 was
that the detection efficiency can significantly depend on the
type of detector used when using BS light. In particular, with
the experimental parameters cited in Ref. 31, the linear de-
tection range of the PSD was found to be twice that of the
QPD for a 2.5-�m probe. This is quite different from the FS
setup, where no significant difference was found between
both detectors. In addition, the data shown in Ref. 31 indi-
cate that the displacement sensitivity depends on the probe
size and even changes sign for small probes. This suggests
that for some intermediate probe sizes, the deflection sensi-
tivity should vanish, thus making the PFM inoperative.

Additional issues related to the use of BS light arise
when studying forces near surfaces, especially metal ones
when reflected waves from the surface affect the position
measurements.28,32

These observations motivate us to pursue a better theo-
retical understanding of the possibilities and limitations of
the BS position detection in the PFM, as it has already been
done for the FS case. Using a Mie–Debye approach similar
to Refs. 13, 33, and 34, we compute the electromagnetic field
scattered by a spherical trapped probe as a function of probe
position, probe size, and numerical aperture of the detection
system. We then compute the total field and follow its evo-
lution as it is collected by the condenser lenses and projected
onto the position detectors in both the FS and BS configura-
tions. We find that the displacement sensitivity can change its
sign, and therefore passes by zero, consistently with the ex-
perimental results.31 Our simulations show that the changes
of the sign occur repeatedly as the size is further varied.
Qualitatively similar results are obtained by varying the nu-
merical aperture of the lens. This should be taken into ac-
count in experimental designs.

II. OPTICAL MODEL OF THE DETECTION SYSTEM

Suppose that the detection beam is focused by an
aplanatic lens L1 which produces a convergent, spherical
wave �Fig. 2�. The wave propagates to a diffraction-limited
axial image. The aperture of the lens R is the entrance pupil
of the optical system. Let b be a vector which describes the
position of the probe relative to the focal point. b is deter-
mined only by the trapping beam of the PFM and by the
external forces acting on the probe, but it does not depend on
the detection beam, which is assumed weak enough not to
perturb the equilibrium position of the probe. A condenser
lens L2 �Fig. 1� collects the incident and forward scattering
fields onto a forward position detector FPD, which is located
at a plane conjugated to the backfocal plane of the condenser
lens. The BS field is collected by the lens L1 and the image
on the backfocal plane is transferred by a beamsplitter BS on
a back position detector BPD, which is placed in a plane
conjugated to the backfocal plane.

The main steps to compute the position detectors re-
sponse are:

FIG. 1. �Color online� Position detection system for PFM. The detection
beam is focused by the lens L1 on the trapped probe. The interference
pattern arising due to the incoming beam and scattered wave can be ana-
lyzed by collecting either the forward scattering light with the lens L2 and
measuring the response of the FPD or collecting the backscattering light
with the lens L1 and measuring the response of the BPD.
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�a� to calculate the distribution of the detection field near
the focus of the lens L1;

�b� to solve the corresponding Mie–Debye problem, i.e., to
find the scattered wave for each partial plane wave de-
scribing the focused field for an arbitrary position of
the probe;

�c� to find the total scattered wave and propagate the total
field at the backfocal plane of the condenser lens L2

�the FW detection� or L1 �the BS detection�; and
�d� to calculate the response of the forward position detec-

tor �FPD� and BPD in two cases, namely for the QPD
and PSD systems.

In what follows we consider the main steps in details.

A. Detection field near the focus of the lens L1

Assuming paraxial approximation to hold well for the
incoming wave Ei, at the entrance plane of the lens L1 �Fig.
2� we have

Ei = E���i,�i�e� + E���i,�i�e�, �1�

where

e� = cos �iex + sin �iey , �2�

e� = − sin �iex + cos �iey , �3�

and �ex ,ey ,ez� are the unit vectors of a cartesian coordinate
system centered at the focus of L1. The e� component corre-
sponds to a p-wave incidence, while the e� component is a s
wave for the focusing lens. Following Ref. 35, we assume
that paraxial rays impinging on the lens at a radius �i is
deflected with an angle �i with respect to the z axis according
to

sin �i

NA1/nm
=

�i

R
, �4�

where NA1 is the numerical aperture of the lens L1, nm is the
refraction index outside the lens, and R is the aperture stop
radius. This follows from Abbe’s sine condition for sharp
imaging.36 Upon deflection toward the focus of the lens, the

orientation of the e� component remains the same, while the
e� component is transformed as

ep = cos �ie� + sin �iez. �5�

The wave vector of the rays becomes parallel to

ek = − sin �ie� + cos �iez. �6�

At a point x near the focus, the incoming field is thus37

− if1

�
�� �E�ep + E�e��eiki·xsin �id�id�i, �7�

where f1 is the focal length of L1 and � is the wavelength.
Here, ki=kek, where k=nmk0 and k0 is the wave number in
vacuum. Using Eq. �4�, we express the electric field near the
focus of L1 as an integral over the plane vector waves

− if1

�
�NA1

Rnm
�2�

0

R �
0

2�

�E�ep + E�e��eiki·x
�id�id�i

cos �i
. �8�

Comparing Eq. �8� with Eq. �2.18� of Ref. 37, we see that
Eq. �4� is equivalent to assume no aberration in L1.

B. Scattering from a spherical particle

We first derive an expression for the scattered field when
the probe is located at the focus of L1 �i.e., b=0�. Next, we
deduce the corresponding expression for arbitrary b.

1. Sphere at the focus

As Eq. �8� illustrates, the incoming field can be viewed
as a superposition of plane waves that are linearly polarized
in the ep and e� directions. Using the standard Mie theory38

in suitably rotated reference frames for each of these plane
waves, we find the scattered field Es. For completeness, we
recall the expression of Es in Appendix A.

Let us consider first the incident p wave that exits the
front principal plane of L1 at ��i ,�i�. Its amplitude is
E���i ,�i� and it is polarized along ex� in the reference frame
�ex� ,ey� ,ez��= �ep ,e� ,ek�. This wave generates a partial scat-
tered field

E���i,�i�Es� = E���i,�i��Es,x�x�,y�,z��ex�

+ Es,y�x�,y�,z��ey� + Es,z�x�,y�,z��ez��

= E���i,�i��
j

Es,j�x��e j�, �9�

where the functions Es,x�x ,y ,z�, Es,y�x ,y ,z�, and Es,z�x ,y ,z�
are the cartesian components of the scattered field produced
by a plane wave that is polarized in the x direction and
propagating in the z direction, as given in Ref. 38. On the
other hand, the coordinates x�= �x� ,y� ,z�� are relative to the
�ex� ,ey� ,ez�� frame.

Similarly, the E���i ,�i� amplitude is associated to an
ex�-polarized wave in the reference frame �ex� ,ey� ,ez��
= �e� ,−ep ,ek� and leads to the partial scattered field

E���i,�i�Es� = E���i,�i��
j

Es,j�x��e j�. �10�

The total scattered field is, therefore, given by

FIG. 2. �Color online� Optical model and reference systems.
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− if1

�
�NA1

Rnm
�2�� �E���i,�i�Es� + E���i,�i�Es��

�id�id�i

cos �i
.

�11�

To compute this integral, we need to relate the coordinates
�x ,y ,z�, �x� ,y� ,z��, and �x� ,y� ,z�� of a given vector in the
three coordinate systems. We find �Appendix B� that

	x

y

z

 = M�	x�

y�

z�

 = M�	x�

y�

z�

 , �12�

where the rotation matrices M� and M� are given by

M� = 	cos �i cos �i − sin �i − cos �i sin �i

cos �i sin �i cos �i − sin �i sin �i

sin �i 0 cos �i

 ,

�13�

M� = 	− sin �i − cos �i cos �i − cos �i sin �i

cos �i − cos �i sin �i − sin �i sin �i

0 − sin �i cos �i

 .

Hence, combining Eqs. �9�–�12�, the total scattered field �11�
is

Es,tot�x� =
− if1

�
�NA1

Rnm
�2�� �E���i,�i�M�Es�M�

−1x�

+ E���i,�i�M�Es�M�
−1x��

�id�id�i

cos �i
. �14�

2. Sphere out of the focus

Using Eq. �14�, we can now express the scattered field
for the sphere away from the focus �b�0�. We first note
from Eq. �8� that the incoming field is now dephased by an
amount exp�iki ·b�. Second, the origin of the scattered field
is now shifted to the probe position. We thus have to apply
the transformations

E�,���i,�i� → E�,���i,�i�eiki·b, �15�

Es�M�,�
−1 x� → Es�M�,�

−1 �x − b�� , �16�

and the expression for the total scattered field becomes

Es,tot =
− if1

�
�NA1

Rnm
�2�� �E���i,�i�M�Es�M�

−1�x − b��

+ E���i,�i�M�Es�M�
−1�x − b���eiki·b

�id�id�i

cos �i
.

�17�

Furthermore, simplifications can be made at distances x
large compared to b and to the wavelength. On the one
hand, we note that the angular dependence of Es�M�

−1�x
−b�� differs only from that of Es�M�

−1x� by an O�b / x�
quantity. On the other hand, the radial dependence of Es is
controlled asymptotically by a phase factor

eikx−b

kx − b
�

eikx

kx
e−ikx·b/x, �18�

when kx�1. Hence, we obtain

Es,tot�x� �
− if1

�
�NA1

Rnm
�2

e−ik�x·b/x��� �E���i,�i�M�Es�M�
−1x�

+ E���i,�i�M�Es�M�
−1x��eiki·b

�id�id�i

cos �i
. �19�

C. Collecting the total field by a lens

Now we calculate the effect of the condenser lens on the
total field �19�. For the backscattered field, the lens L1 is the
condenser, and we assume that it simply maps the field dis-
tribution on the sphere of radius f1 centered on the back
principal plane z=z1 �Fig. 2� of the lens L1 according to Eq.
�4�,

E�x,y,z1� = �− e�e� · + e�e��Es,tot�x,y,− �f1
2 − x2 − y2� .

�20�

For the field ahead of the probe, both the incident and
scattered field are collected by the condenser lens L2. This
yields

E�x,y,z2� = �e�e� · + e�e��Es,tot�x,y,�f2
2 − x2 − y2�

− m−1/2Ei�− mx,− my,z1� , �21�

where f2 is the focal length of the condenser L2 and m
= f2 / f1 is the magnification factor.

D. Response of the position detector

The intensity received by the detector, placed in a plane
conjugated to the backfocal plane of L1, is given by

I�x,y� = � �0c

2
E�x,y,z1�2 x2 + y2 � �NAR/nm�2

0 x2 + y2 	 �NAR/nm�2 � , �22�

where �0 and c are, respectively, the dielectric permittivity
and speed of light in vacuum. NA is the numerical aperture
of the detection system, which needs not be the same as
NA1. The response of a PSD is given by the first moments of
the intensity distribution

�PSDx�b�
PSDy�b�
PSDz�b�

� = ���
xI�x,y�dxdy

�� yI�x,y�dxdy

�� I�x,y�dxdy
� . �23�

The response of a QPD is given by
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�QPDx�b�
QPDy�b�
QPDz�b�

� = ���x	0
I�x,y�dxdy −��

x�0
I�x,y�dxdy

��
y	0

I�x,y�dxdy −��
y�0

I�x,y�dxdy

�� I�x,y�dxdy
� .

�24�

Note that in both cases, the axial component of the position
vector is deduced from the total intensity that reaches the
photodetector. In the case of the BS detection, this is related
to interference fringes generated by various backscattered
spherical harmonics. The analysis of the total intensity as a
means to measure the axial component of the position vector
was demonstrated both for FS �theoretically and experimen-
tally� and BS �Ref. 30� detection. We therefore focus our
attention on the probe displacements within the focal plane
of L1. In the case of the FS measurement of bz, the role of the
Gouy phase shift was emphasized in Ref. 13.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figures 3–13 summarize the numerical simulations. We
have computed the electromagnetic field for a spherical
probe with index of refraction np=1.55 and radius a ranging
in size from 100 to 2000 nm. The probe is immersed into
water �nm=1.33�. In all simulations we assume an aperture
R=5 mm for both the lenses L1 and L2 and a linearly polar-
ized incident electric field of the form

Ei = e−�xi
2+yi

2�/w0
2
ex = e−�i

2/w0
2
�cos �i e� + sin � e�� , �25�

where the beam waist w0 is chosen to be equal to R. Finally,
we use �0=1064 nm. These values are typical for optical
trapping experiments. In each simulation, we calculated the
Mie scattering coefficients an and bn �see Appendix A� up to
n=100 and truncated subsequently the Mie expansions of Es,
keeping only the significant terms.

We use the same incident field for all simulations. We
vary the NA only in the plane of the detector. This corre-
sponds to placing an iris between the lens L1 and the detector
plane, which can be done this without changing the incoming
beam.

The general picture obtained from the numerical simula-
tions is qualitatively the same with PSD and QPD; most of
the numerical results presented later, therefore, concern the
PSD detector.

A. Forward- versus backward-scattering detection

In Fig. 3, we plot PSDx as a function of bx with by =bz

=0 for the FS and BS detection schemes. The qualitative
observations reported in Ref. 31 are confirmed: with the BS
field, the slope changes its sign with the probe size between
a=400 nm and a=600 nm. However, our calculations show
also that such a change of sign occurs again between a
=600 nm and a=2000 nm. For the sizes ranging in between
these two values, an almost vanishing position sensitivity
was found, for example, for a=1000 nm. Varying the probe

size �see later in Sec. III C�, we observed that the PSD re-
sponse changes its sign many times in the range 100 nm
�a�2000 nm.

On the other hand, in the FS configuration, the position
sensitivity has always the same sign for any probe size.
Moreover, the detection signal is about 100 times smaller for
the BS detection than with the FS field. Indeed, the BS in-
tensity is much lower than the FS intensity; this can be quali-
tatively understood from the fact that the reflectivity of a
planar interface between the two media is only �np

−nm�2 / �np+nm�2�1%. Finally, the linear detection range is
markedly larger with the FS configuration than with the BS
configuration.

The cause of these differences may be understood from
the field distributions in Figs. 4 and 5. While the FS field
essentially has a single-lobe angular intensity distribution for
all probe sizes, the BS field distribution becomes more and
more complex as a increases. Comparing the results obtained
with a=400 nm and a=600 nm we see that the sign of the
response sensitivity changes. While the 400 nm probe results
in a spot of a nearly Gaussian shape that moves to the right
for bx	0 and to the left for bx�0, the intensity pattern pro-
duced by the 600 nm probe moves in the opposite direction.

FIG. 3. The response of the PSD as a function of the probe position bx using
the BS �a� and FS �b� fields for different sizes of the probe: a=200 �1�, 400
�2�, 600 �3�, 1000 �4�, and 2000 nm �5�. The probe is illuminated by an
x-polarized Gaussian beam focused through a 1.30 NA water immersion
objective. The numerical aperture of the detection objective is set to 1.20
both for the BS and FS cases. All curves are normalized to the maximum of
PSDx for a=600 nm in the BS detection.
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On the other hand, as the 1000 nm probe moves in the x
direction, both sides of the detector receive almost the same
intensity from the two-lobe BS intensity distribution. This
explains the loss of sensitivity for that probe size.

B. Cross talk, numerical aperture, and polarization

The use of the BS field to monitor the position of a probe
in both x and y directions requires special care. Indeed, as
Figs. 6–9 demonstrate, there is significant cross talk between
the x- and y-detection channel. In these figures, we illustrate

the detector outputs PSDx�bx ,by� and PSDy�bx ,by� for vari-
ous values of by and bx, respectively, and for NA=1.2, 0.85,
0.5, and 0.2.

In the first column of Fig. 6, we superimpose the
PSDx�bx ,by =const� detection curves for various values of by.
The curves do not coincide due to the presence of the cross
talk between PSDx and PSDy. A more detailed picture is
given in the second column, which shows contours plots of
PSDx for bz=0 and variable bx, by. The third and fourth col-
umn similarly characterize the PSDy response for NA=1.2.

The difficulties inherent to the use of the BS field can be
demonstrated clearly by the results obtained with a

FIG. 5. �Color online� Images of the FS field at the backfocal plane of L2 for
the same parameters as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Images of the BS field at the backfocal plane of L1

for different probe sizes. The dotted circles delimit the areas of the field that
is captured by the condenser lens with NA=0.2, 0.5, 0.85, and 1.2, from
center outwards.

FIG. 6. �Color online� PSDx �left� and
PSDy �right� for bz=0 and NA=1.2 for
various particle sizes. First column:
PSDx for variable bx and several val-
ues of by. Second column: contour
lines of PSDx. The color code is nor-
malized independently for each figure
for maximum contrast. Third column:
PSDy for variable by and several val-
ues of bx. Fourth column: contour
lines of PSDy.
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=400 nm and NA=1.2: the PSD response curve obtained by
the probe motion in the x direction changes the sign of its
slope as by is varied. In other words, the PSDx�bx ,by� signal
with by �0 can be opposite to that obtained with by =0. The
cross talk is also present in the FS detection13 but it is not so
strong as in the BS detection.

Comparing next the PSDx signal for a=600 nm and
NA=1.2, 0.2, we observe that the numerical aperture of the
detection system can similarly alter the response of the de-
tector. This is again to be attributed to the multilobed inten-
sity distribution of the BS field. Note that the effect of NA on
the FS detection was discussed in Ref. 39.

The detection beam with polarization perpendicular to
the direction of the probe displacement provides higher sen-

sitivity than the beam with parallel polarization. Indeed, for
all the NA values studied and a=400 nm, Figs. 6–9 show
that the values of the PSDy signal greatly surpasses those of
the PSDx signal.

C. Dependence of the detection sensitivity on probe
size

Figures 10 and 11 summarize the influence of the probe
size on the detection efficiency. Figure 10 depicts
PSDx�bx ,0 ,0� with a as a variable. We find that the detector
response undergoes a modulation as a varies. Similarly, Fig.
11 depicts PSDy�0,by ,0� for different a.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Same as Fig. 6
but with NA=0.85.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Same as Fig. 6
but with NA=0.5.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Same as Fig. 6
but with NA=0.2.

FIG. 10. �Color online� PSDx as a
function of bx and probe size a for by

=bz=0.

FIG. 11. �Color online� PSDy as a
function of by and probe size a for bx

=bz=0.
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Comparing Figs. 10 and 11 for NA=0.2 and a
	1000 nm, one can see that the linear detection range is
larger for PSDy than for PSDx.

There is a minimum of sensitivity for both PSDx and
PSDy for a�1000 nm followed by other minima as a in-
creases by approximately 125 nm. Moreover, considering,
for instance, Fig. 11 with NA=0.5, we note that the sensitiv-
ity vanishes around a=800 nm and a=1500 nm.

Finally, we observe that the PSD response is more regu-
lar for small NA values. In these cases, indeed, the number of
intensity lobes captured by the detector is reduced compared
to high NA values. Reducing the numerical aperture, how-
ever, implies diminishing the intensity collected by the de-
tectors.

Most of the features reported earlier can be attributed to
the complex radiation pattern for the BS comparing to the
FS. This radiation pattern changes qualitatively as a in-
creases, which can be traced back to classical Mie
scattering.38 Indeed, with the increase of a, more and more
vector spherical harmonics are significant in the radiation
pattern. Moreover, successive spherical harmonics have a
backscattering radiation pattern that alternately has a zero of
intensity and a maximum of intensity for �=�. The same is
expected to happen to some extent to the total BS field,
which correlates with the modulation of the position sensi-
tivity of the detector. In fact, when computing the FS field
for larger probe sizes, we found that the position sensitivity
can also change its sign, corresponding again to a transition

to multilobed intensity patterns. This occurs, however, for
larger probe sizes than those usually used in optical trapping
experiments.

D. Comparison of PSD and QPD

The comparison of the response for the two detection
methods considered, namely the PSD �Figs. 10 and 11� and
the QPD �Figs. 12 and 13�, does not show a deep qualitative
difference. In particular, we do not find a clear advantage of
using the PS-based detection over the QPD-based detection.
This does not necessarily contradict the experimental find-
ings of Ref. 31, as the differences reported there were only
obtained for a single probe size. Furthermore, spherical ab-
errations caused by an oil-immersion objective as well as
optical forces exerted on the probe should be taken into ac-
count because the same beam was used both for trapping and
detection.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our analysis reveals that the use of BS detection pre-
sents a number of difficulties that are absent from the FS
detection and this must be taken into account for reliable
measurements. Particular attention should be paid to the
probe size, as there exist specific sizes for which the probe
displacement cannot be detected. Next, the cross talk be-
tween the x- and y-detection channels is more significant
than by the FS detection and it needs to be carefully com-

FIG. 12. �Color online� QPDx as a
function of bx and probe size a for by

=bz=0.

FIG. 13. �Color online� QPDy as a
function of by and probe size a for bx

=bz=0.
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pensated for the two-dimensional position monitoring. We
also found that the polarization of the detection beam is a
useful parameter when information on displacement in one
direction only is required. Specifically, the detection beam
with the polarization perpendicular to the direction of dis-
placement is preferable.

We showed how the response of the detection system is
sensitive to the choice of the numerical aperture of the con-
denser lens. More specifically, decreasing the numerical ap-
erture produces a more regular detector response as a func-
tion of the probe size; however, this reduces the signal
intensity.

All the features mentioned earlier are due to the more
complex intensity pattern for the BS field than for the FS
field. This pattern changes considerably as the radius of the
probe increases because the BS field contains more and more
vector spherical harmonics.

We studied the situation where trapping and position de-
tection are independent. This requires the detection beam to
be sufficiently weak so that it affects negligibly the trapping
potential for the probe. However, some experiments require
the detection beam to be the same as the trapping beam. In
that case, the probe is trapped out of the focal plane due to
the scattering force of the beam, i.e., at z0	0 in our notation.
Now one should consider the optical forces acting on the
probe, find out the coordinates of the trapping point, and then
perform the study described earlier around this point.
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APPENDIX A: MIE SCATTERING OF AN x-POLARIZED
PLANE WAVE

In this appendix, we recall the expressions given in Ref.
38 which we used to compute the Mie-scattering fields.
Given an x-polarized plane incoming wave

Ei = eikzex, �A1�

the expression for the scattered field is

Es = �
n=1

+


En�ianNe1n
�3� − bnMo1n

�3� � , �A2�

where

En = in 2n + 1

n�n + 1�
, �A3�

an and bn are the scattering coefficients and Ne1n
�3� and Mo1n

3

are vector spherical harmonics �with m=1�. These are given
by

Ne1n
�3� = cos � n�n + 1�sin � �n�cos ��

hn
�1����
�

er

+ cos � �n�cos ��

d

d�
��hn

�1�����

�
e�

− sin � �n�cos ��

d

d�
��hn

�1�����

�
e�, �A4�

Mo1n
�3� = cos � �n�cos ��hn

�1����e� − sin � �n�cos ��hn
�1����e�,

�A5�

where

� = kr ,

hn
�1���� = jn��� + iyn���

=� �

2�
Jn+1/2��� + i� �

2�
Yn+1/2��� ,

with hn
�1� as a spherical Bessel function of the third kind or

spherical Hankel function, jn and yn as spherical Bessel func-
tions of the first and second kind, and Jn+1/2 and Yn+1/2 as
Bessel functions of the first and second kind. The functions
�n�u� and �n�u� can be efficiently computed by upward re-
currence from the following relations:

�0�u� = 0,

�1�u� = 1,

�n�u� =
2n − 1

n − 1
u�n−1�u� −

n

n − 1
�n−2�u� ,

�m�u� = nu�n�u� − �n + 1��n−1�u� .

On the other hand, the scattering coefficients come from
the boundary conditions and, when the permeability of the
probe and the surrounding medium are the same, can be
expressed as

an =
m�n�mx��n��x� − m�n�x��n��mx�

m�n�mx�n��x� − n�x��n��mx�
, �A6�

bn =
�n�mx��n� − m�n�x��n��mx�

�n�mx�n��x� − mn�x��n��mx�
, �A7�

where

x = ka =
2�nma

�
,

m =
kp

km
=

np

nm
,

�n��� = �jn��� ,
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n��� = �hn
�1���� ,

where nm is the refractive index of the medium, np is the
refractive index of the probe, and �n and n are the Riccati–
Bessel functions.

APPENDIX B: ROTATION MATRICES M� AND M�

We now construct the transformation matrices in Eq.
�12�. Let us consider an arbitrary vector �position, electric
field� having the following representations in the coordinate
systems of interest:

xex + yey + zez = x�ex� + y�ey� + z�ez�

= x�ex� + y�ey� + z�ez�

= x�e� + x�e� + xzez. �B1�

From Eqs. �2� and �3�, we have

	x

y

z

 = 	cos �i − sin �i 0

sin �i cos �i 0

0 0 1

	x�

x�

xz

 � R��i�	x�

x�

xz

 .

On the other hand, from Eqs. �5� and �6�, the relation be-
tween �x� ,y� ,z�� and �x� ,x� ,xz� is

	x�

x�

xz

 = 	cos �i 0 − sin �i

0 1 0

sin �i 0 cos �i

	x�

y�

z�

 = L��i�	x�

y�

z�

 .

Hence, M�=R��i�L��i�. Next, we have

	x�

y�

z�

 = 	0 − 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 1

	x�

y�

z�

 = R��

2
�	x�

y�

z�

 ,

giving M�=R��i�L��i�R�� /2�.
The scattered field �iEs,i�x��ei� in the rotated system

�ex� ,ey� ,ez�� system is given by �iFs,i�x�ei in the unrotated
frame, where

�Fx�x�
Fy�x�
Fz�x�

� = M��Es1�x��
Es2�x��
Es3�x��

� ,

	x�

y�

z�

 = M�

−1	x

y

z

 .
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